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Abstract: It is important for chatbots to emotionally communicate with users. However, most
emotional response generation models generate responses simply based on a specified emotion,
neglecting the impacts of speaker’s personality on emotional expression. In this work, we propose
a novel model named GERP to generate emotional responses based on the pre-defined personality.
GERP simulates the emotion conversion process of humans during the conversation to make the
chatbot more anthropomorphic. GERP adopts the OCEAN model to precisely define the chatbot’s
personality. It can generate the response containing the emotion predicted based on the personality.
Specifically, to select the most-appropriate response, a proposed beam evaluator was integrated into
GERP. A Chinese sentiment vocabulary and a Chinese emotional response dataset were constructed
to facilitate the emotional response generation task. The effectiveness and superiority of the proposed
model over five baseline models was verified by the experiments.

Keywords: response generation; chatbot; emotional conversation generation; chatbot personality;
PAD emotional space

1. Introduction

With the development of deep learning techniques, the performances of dialogue
systems have been much improved.

They can generate not only fluent, but also various replies based on users’ queries.
They respond to the user’s questions anytime and anywhere, so that the user can obtain a
greater sense of satisfaction and security. Early response generation algorithms obtained
satisfactory results in semantic consistency and content richness. However, how to improve
users’ interests and generate human–computer resonance have not attracted much attention.
Emotions can be used to improve the interactivity of the dialogue system and make
the dialogue system more anthropomorphic. Therefore, it is essential for the chatbot to
emotionally communicate with people [1,2].

Many attempts have been made to effectively embed emotions into the generated
responses of the chatbot. There are three typical ways to integrate the emotion into the
response generation process. In the first way, an emotion-related energy term is used
to control the emotion expression. For example, Affect-LM [3] embeds emotions into
the response by adding an emotion-related energy term to an LSTM-based model. In
the second way, the emotion category embedding is used to represent emotions. Yuan
et al. [4] established a model that maps five emotion categories into low-dimensional,
dense, real-valued vector representations, which directly guide the selection of contextual
information and transfer emotional tendencies from source sequences to user-specific
sequences. ECM [5] also uses the emotion category embeddings to compute emotion states.
The emotion state decays with the decoding process in the internal memory module. The
emotion will be fully expressed when the emotion state decays to 0. ECM also selects words
from a sentiment vocabulary or a general vocabulary to generate responses in an external
memory module. The last way is to map the emotion words into embeddings. The model
built by Asghar et al. [6] uses emotional word embeddings to incorporate emotions into
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the LSTM encoder and a standard cross-entropy loss function to learn how to generate
emotionally expressive responses. The beam search is also used for diverse decoding.

Deep learning techniques have been widely adopted by the dialogue systems to
better express emotions. Using the adversarial learning technology, the generator is in
charge of generating emotional responses given a dialogue history and a sentiment label.
The adversarial discriminator enforces emotional response quality by trying to determine
whether the item (dialogue history and response) comes from the real data distribution [7].
Shen and Yang [8] proposed the CDL framework that uses reinforcement learning to
alternately generate emotional responses and emotional queries. The model consists of two
ECMs with independent parameters and a sentiment classifier, which jointly solve a dual
problem. The two models are alternately trained by reinforcement learning to generate
content-coherent and emotional responses.

In order to generate smoother and richer emotional responses, other features such as
the dialog topic are introduced into the dialogue systems. TE-ECG [9] uses the topic module
to obtain the topics of the conversation, so as to ensure the coherence of conversational
interaction and high-quality responses. Meanwhile, the dynamic emotional attention mech-
anism incorporates emotions into the responses. ESCBA [10] is a syntactically constrained
bidirectional asynchronous method, where pre-generated sentiment keywords and topic
keywords asynchronously participant in the decoding process.

However, most of these studies focused on generating emotional responses based on
specified and unchanged emotions. In fact, in daily communication, the personality of
the speaker plays an important role in the emotion expression. Generally speaking, there
are two ways to define the personality of the dialogue system: the implicit way and the
explicit way. The implicit methods usually extract the personality from the dialogue history.
However, the explicit methods directly define the personality of the dialogue system using
documents, vectors, or codes in advance.

Implicit methods use datasets that are readily available to extract the embedded
personalities. For example, Ma et al. [11] designed a personalized language model to
construct a generic user portrait from their historical replies. The work introduced a
key–value pair memory neural network to store the user’s historical input–reply pairs
and generate the dynamic user portrait. The dynamic user portrait mainly reflects what
and how the user responds to similar inputs in the history. However, the portrait cannot
be directly obtained. Therefore, it is inconvenient for others to observe and modify the
extracted personality.

As a comparison, the explicit methods describe the personality of the dialog system
in a more direct way, which can be documents or embeddings, etc. Inspired by word
embedding, the personality can be expressed as a persona embedding, which can be added
into the encoding process to generate responses. Li et al. [12] proposed a model based on the
personality embedding. It was the first one to introduce personality into the chatbot model.
In addition to the persona embedding, the profile is also commonly used to describe the
chatbot personality. Qian et al. [13] used the key–value profile to define the personality of
the chatbot, such as: “Name: Wangzai; Age: 18; Gender: Male; Hobbies: Anime; Specially:
Piano”. According to the user’s input, a certain keyword in the profile is selected, and
then, a reply is generated based on this word. Another common form to describe the
personality is the sentence profile. Zhang et al. [14] described the chatbot personality using
a five-sentence profile. A profile in the sentence format can be: “I like to ski. My wife does
not like me anymore. I have went to Mexico 4 times this year. I hate Mexican food. I like to
eat cheetos.” In a memory-enhanced neural network, it is used to produce responses that
are more personal, specific, consistent, and attractive than a role-free model. However, a
dataset that meets the above requirements needs to be constructed at an expensive cost [13].
At the same time, these profiles focus on the personal information of the chatbot, such
as the name, gender, age, and hobbies, which help address the consistency of the input
and responses. Unfortunately, in these works, they are independent of the emotions to be
generated in the responses.
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For the above reasons, our work employed an explicit method that offers a balance
between simplicity and ease of emotional expression: the “Big Five” personality vectors
(which are described in Section 2.1.1) to describe the personality of the robot. The “Big
Five” personality vectors have been employed in chatbots. For example, some studies in-
corporated the “Big Five” personality traits directly into the decoding process of LSTM [15]
or classified chatbots based on the personality [16]. Bauerhenne et al. [17] combined the
personality with the emotion, but they only considered a single factor in the “Big Five”
personality traits. To sum up, existing studies primarily focus on directly and separately
integrating the “Big Five” personality vector into the design of chatbots without fully
integrating it with other characteristics, such as emotions.

As discussed above, very few works have fully considered the impact of the chatbot’s
personality on the emotional response generation. How to generate suitable emotional
responses for the chatbot based on its personality is a problem worthy of exploration. In
this work, we propose a new model, namely Generating Emotional Responses based on the
chatbot’s Personality (GERP), which generates emotional responses based on a pre-defined
personality of the chatbot in the form of the “Big Five” personality vectors (which are
described in Section 2.1.1). The responses generated by GERP make the chatbot more
anthropomorphic. The main contributions of our work are summarized as follows:

• A new personality-based emotional response generation model, namely GERP, which
automatically selects and expresses the emotions according to the personality of the
chatbot is proposed. It can predict the emotion to be expressed in the response based
on the chatbot’s personality and generate the corresponding emotional response.

• The five Openness, Conscientiousness, Extroversion, Agreeableness and Neuroticism
(OCEAN) [18] characteristics were adopted to explicitly define the chatbot’s personali-
ties. Unlike previous work [12–14], which used ambiguous descriptions such as the
personal profile or physical appearance to illustrate the chatbot’s personalities, this is
the first time the OCEAN model has been utilized to precisely define the personality
in the emotional response generation task.

• An improved emotional response generation model is proposed, which generates the
emotional response word-by-word using an LSTM-based decoder restrained by the
predicted emotion. The best emotional response is selected by a newly proposed beam
evaluator. The generated emotional response conforms to both the dialog contexts
and the chatbot’s personality.

• A new Chinese sentiment vocabulary was constructed to provide suitable emotion
words in the decoding process of the LSTM decoder. In addition, a Chinese Person-
ality Emotion Lines Dataset was constructed as the benchmark for the performance
validation for the emotional response generation models.

The experimental results corroborated the effectiveness and computational efficiency
of the proposed GERP model. The source code and the datasets are available at https:
//github.com/slptongji/GERP (accessed on 21 February 2023).

2. Methodology
2.1. Prior Knowledge
2.1.1. “Big Five” Personality Traits

The “Big Five” personality traits [18] can be used to explicitly describe the person-
ality of the chatbot. They are: Openness (O), Conscientiousness (C), Extroversion (E),
Agreeableness (A), and Neuroticism (N). A person’s personality can be represented by the
values of the five factors of the OCEAN traits, and the five values constitute the OCEAN
vector. Consequently, the personality can be uniquely represented by an OCEAN vec-
tor. Each of the factors reveals the strength of the corresponding personality trait. For
example: Openness represents the range between extreme openness and extreme closure.
Conscientiousness stands for extreme responsibility and extreme lack of planning. Extro-
version means extreme extroversion and extreme introversion. Agreeableness represents
extreme kindness and extreme self-interest. Neuroticism stands for extremely emotionally

https://github.com/slptongji/GERP
https://github.com/slptongji/GERP
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unstable and extremely emotionally stable. Many researchers have confirmed that the
five personality traits have strong universality. An experimental study of people from
more than 50 different cultures showed that these five dimensions accurately describe the
personality [18]. Meanwhile, psychologist Buss [19] provided a detailed explanation of
these five personality traits, showing that they represent the most-important qualities that
shape our social landscape.

2.2. PAD Emotional Space

In order to visualize the emotions and integrate them with the response generation
model, our work adopted the three-element theory of emotion proposed by Russell et al. [20]
to project different emotions into three-dimensional emotion vectors. The three values of an
emotion vector reflect the emotion intensity in Pleasure (P), Arousal (A), and Dominance (D).
The space where emotion vectors are located is called the PAD emotional space. Russell
et al. [20] demonstrated that these independent bipolar dimensions are necessary and
sufficient for defining emotional states. Their experimental results provided 151 emotion
categories and the corresponding emotion vectors. We selected six emotions, i.e., anger,
disgust, joy, surprise, sadness, and fear, from 151 emotion categories because the selected
ones correspond to the most basic human emotion categories that meet people’s daily
emotional communication needs [21]. The six selected emotion categories and their PAD
emotion vectors are shown in Table 1. In addition, the neutral emotion vector was manually
set as [0.00, 0.00, 0.00].

Table 1. Seven PAD emotion vectors.

Emotion PAD Vector

Anger [−0.51, 0.59, 0.25]
Disgust [−0.61, 0.35, 0.11]

Joy [−0.62, 0.82, −0.43]
Surprise [0.81, 0.51, 0.46]
Sadness [0.00, 0.00, 0.00]
Neutral [−0.63, −0.27, −0.33]

Fear [0.40, 0.67, −0.13]

Personality is an important factor that affects emotions. Mehrabian et al. [22] carried
out an experiment in which the PAD vector was generated based on the OCEAN personality
vector. There were 72 participants invited including 28 men and 44 women. Each participant
had to complete the five personality traits scale and the PAD temperament scale. After the
experimental analysis, Mehrabian provided a stable relationship between the PAD emotion
vector and the OCEAN personality vector [22,23]:

Pl = 0.21E + 0.59A + 0.19N

Ar = 0.15O + 0.30A− 0.57N

Do = 0.25O + 0.17C + 0.60E− 0.32A

(1)

where Pl represent the value of pleasure, Ar represent the value of arousal, and Do rep-
resents the value of dominance. (Pl, Ar, Do) represents an emotion vector in the PAD
space.

2.3. Overview of GERP

Denote the emotion set EM = {anger, disgust, fear, joy, neutral, sadness, surprise} and
the personality set PA = {openness, conscientiousness, extroversion, agreeableness, neuroticism}.
The input of GERP is the history dialogue {U1, U2} from the chatbot and the user, respec-
tively. The corresponding emotions in U1 and U2 are em1 and em2, where em1, em2 ∈ EM.
The personality of the chatbot is denoted by pa = [pa1, · · · , pa5], where pai is the probabil-
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ity that the chatbot has the i-th personality PA(i). The objective of GERP is to generate an
emotional response U3 for the chatbot that conforms to both the contents of U1 and U2 and
the chatbot’s personality pa.

As shown in Figure 1, GERP consists of two modules, namely Emotion Prediction and
Emotional Response Generation. In Emotion Prediction, the emotion em3 to be expressed in U3
is predicted based on em1, {U1, U2}, and pa. It is believed that em3 can be affected by the
personality of the respondent and the dialogue history. Therefore, em1, {U1, U2}, and pa
are all considered in the emotion prediction. In Emotional Response Generation, U3 will be
generated based on the predicted em3 using an LSTM-based decoder, such that the chatbot
can respond with a suitable emotion. In particular, a new Chinese sentiment dictionary is
constructed to provide emotion words in the Emotional Response Generation module. The
emotion words express em3 explicitly in the generated response U3.

Sentiment
VocabularyEmotion Vector

U2

U1

U2

… … …

ECutter
…

ECaff

… …

FC

em3

em1
(a) Emotion Prediction (b) Emotional Response Generation

paPl paAr paDo …我

…

的 !

嘿 听 着 ！ 着

<ss>
LSTMDecoder

Beam Evaluator

U3 :嘿，
听着，
这是行
不通的！

<es>

LSTMEncoder

Figure 1. Structure of GERP. The Emotion Prediction module (a) predicts an emotion em3 based
on the history dialogue U1 and U2, the initial emotion em1, and the chatbot’s personality pa. In
the Emotional Response Generation module (b), the emotional response U3 is generated using
LSTMdecoder under the supervision of the emotion vector obtained from em3. GERP is a Chinese
personalized emotional dialogue system which settles U2 and generates U3 in Chinese.

2.4. Emotion Prediction

To obtain em3, em1 and pa will be mapped into the PAD emotion space. According
to the definition in [20], em1 can be mapped into the PAD emotion space with a represen-
tation vector (emPl

1 , emAr
1 , emDo

1 ), which is shown in Figure 1. The representation vector
(paPl, paAr, paDo) of pa in the PAD space can be computed using Equation (1) Then, the
representation vector (emPl

3 , emAr
3 , emDo

3 ) of emotion em3, which will be expressed in U3 in
Emotional Response Generation, can be computed as [20]

emPl
3 = emPl

1 + paPl × ∆Pl

emAr
3 = emAr

1 + paAr × ∆Ar

emDo
3 = emDo

1 + paDo × ∆Do

(2)

where (∆Pl, ∆Ar, ∆Do) is the direction of the emotional change according to the dialog
contexts, which is defined as the variation between two points in the PAD emotion space,
representing the previous and subsequent emotions. It can be computed as [24]

rc = ECutter(U1)⊕ ECutter(U2)

(∆Pl, ∆Ar, ∆Do) = ECaff(rc)
(3)

where ECutter represents the utterance encoder, ECaff represents the affective encoder,
and rc is the context semantic coding of U1 and U2. ECutter was adopted to extract the
meaning of U1 and U2, and ECaff outputs the semantic representation of rc. In the end,
(emPl

3 , emAr
3 , emDo

3 ) is mapped to em3 ∈ EM using a fully connected layer FC. em3 corre-
sponds to the emotion category of response U3. The direction of emotional change is
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defined as the variation between two points in the PAD emotion space, representing the
previous and subsequent emotions.

2.5. Emotional Response Generation

In this module, U3 is generated based on the user input U2 and the emotion category
em3 predicted in Section 2.4. It was implemented based on the EmoDS model [25], which
expresses a specific emotion in the response with the help of an emotion vector. Given
an emotion category (e.g., em3), EmoDS firstly adopts an LSTM model LSTMencoder to
encode the user input U2 and feeds the output of LSTMencoder into another LSTM model
LSTMdecoder as the context vector. Then, EmoDS computes the emotion vector based on
the context vector and em3 and generates the emotional response U3 in the decoding
process of LSTMdecoder based on the emotion vector. LSTMdecoder can insert emotion words
coming from a sentiment vocabulary into the response at appropriate time steps in its
decoding process. Compared with EmoDS, there are two main improvements in the
Emotional Response Generation module of GERP. First, GERP introduces a beam evaluator to
retrieve the most-appropriate emotional response from the candidate responses generated
by LSTMdecoder. Second, GERP adopts a new Chinese sentiment vocabulary to provide
more suitable emotion words. The details are illustrated as follows.

2.5.1. User Input Encoding

As mentioned above, the user input U2 = [x1 x2 · · · xm] (where xi is the i-th word in
U2) is converted to a context vector hm using LSTMencoder:

→
hi = fforward(EMB(xi),

→
hi−1)

←
hi = fbackward(EMB(xi),

←
hi+1)

(4)

where fforward and fbackward represent the forward and the backward process of LSTMencoder,

respectively. The i-th hidden state hi of LSTMencoder is defined as hi = [
→
hi;
←
hi]. The last

hidden state hm is the output of LSTMencoder and will be fed into LSTMdecoder as the con-
text vector.

2.5.2. Emotion Vector Computation and Emotional Response Generation

To insert suitable emotional words into the response, an emotion vector is added into
the decoding process of LSTMdecoder. Given the emotion category em3, the corresponding
emotion vector ej is computed as [24]

ej = EAT(hm, sj−1, EMB(wk; em3)) (5)

where EAT() is the function that generates the emotion vector based on the attention
mechanism [26], sj−1 is the hidden state of LSTMdecoder at time step j− 1, and EMB(wk; em3)
represents the word embedding of the k-th emotional word wk under the emotion category
em3 in the sentiment vocabulary. hm is the output of LSTMencoder. The emotion vector ej
will participate in the decoding step of LSTMdecoder at each time step j [24].

sj = LSTMdecoder([E(yj−1); ej], sj−1) (6)

where sj represents the state at time step j and E(yj−1) refers to the embedding of the
word yj−1 at the last time step j− 1.

The status at each time step sj will be used to generate the reply U3 as [24]
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Pe(yj = we) = So f tmax(Wesj) (7)

Pg(yj = wg) = So f tmax(Wgsj) (8)

δj = Sigmoid(vTsj) (9)

P(yt) = p (10)

where we is the word in the sentiment vocabulary VE3
e and wg is the word in the general

dictionary Vg. We, Wg, and v are trainable parameters, and δj ∈ (0, 1) is the weight
distribution coefficient for choosing to generate emotion or a generic word.

In the end, U3 = [y1 y2 · · · yn] can be generated word-by-word in the above process of
the well-trained LSTMdecoder. The output of LSTMdecoder, i.e., Sgen, represents the generation
error of the model and is used as one of the metrics for the beam evaluator to retrieve the
best response. LSTMencoder and LSTMdecoder can be trained according to [25].

2.5.3. Beam Evaluator Construction

In the previous step, each word yi in U3 is retrieved by LSTMdecoder using beam
search [25]. Beam search was originally used in the machine translation to generate
translations that are the closest to the original sentences referring to their meanings. In the
response generation task, beam search is often used to generate diverse and fluent responses.
However, for the emotional response generation task, the fluency of the response and the
correctness of the emotion expression should be considered simultaneously. Therefore, we
improved EmoDS by adding a beam evaluator to choose the most-appropriate sentence
based on the scores of sentence fluency and emotional expression from the candidate
responses obtained by the beam search.

The key element of the beam evaluator is a BiLSTM-based model BiLSTMemo, which
predicts the category of the emotion expressed in the candidate response. It is constructed
using two LSTM layers and a softmax layer. Given the training responses and their emotion
categories, BiLSTMemo can learn the relationship between them. BiLSTMemo is trained using
the same training set for GERP.

In the test process, for each candidate response Uc generated by the beam search,
BiLSTMemo outputs an emotion score Semo, which represents the emotional score of Uc
under the em3 emotion category. The larger the BiLSTMemo score, the more accurate the
emotion expressed in the candidate response is.

Based on the generation score Sgen from LSTMdecoder and the emotion score of Semo, the
overall score Scoreall for the candidate response is calculated as

Scoreall = Sgen · Semo (11)

The candidate response corresponding to the highest Scoreall will be selected as the
best emotional response for U3.

2.6. Sentiment Vocabulary Construction

The sentiment vocabulary is essential, which provides suitable emotion words in
the process of emotional response generation. In fact, a Chinese Emotional Vocabulary
Ontology Database (CEVOD) [27], which contains a set of emotion words in Chinese, has
been proposed for this purpose. However, the words in CEVOD are too formal to be used in
the dialog environment. Therefore, a new Chinese sentiment vocabulary, namely CSVocab,
was constructed to provide more suitable emotion words.

To construct CSVocab, firstly, 5152 emotion words were collected from the Chinese
version of the Personality Emotion Lines Dataset (CPELD) (the details of CPELD’s con-
struction are introduced in Section 3.1). Then, the pseudo-emotion distributions for the
words in CSVocab were calculated. After that, a neural network was adopted to learn the
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emotional representations of the words in CSVocab. The details of CSVocab’s construction
are illustrated as follows.

2.6.1. Pseudo-Emotion Distribution Calculation

The pseudo-emotion distribution of each word w in CSVocab is calculated based
on CEVOD using the improved SO-PMI method [28]. Given the i-th emotion category
Di ∈ EM\{neutral}, the occurrence probability of w in Di is defined as

P(w|Di) = ∑
w′∈Di

log2 (
Nw · P(w, w′) + 1

size(Di) · dist(w, w′) · P(w) · P(w′) + 1
) (12)

where Nw is the number of words in CSVocab, dist() is the Euclidean distance between
the two words, and size(Di) is the size of Di. [P(w|Di)] represents the pseudo-emotion
distribution of w in CSVocab. If the pseudo-emotion distribution of a word is [P(w|Di) =
0]1≤i≤6, it is re-classified as a neutral word. In the end, emotion words were categorized
into seven emotion categories based on their pseudo-emotion distributions.

2.6.2. Learning Emotional Word Representations

A two-layer neural network NNw+s was used to learn the emotional representation
vector ew for the word w at the word and the sentence levels successively according to [29].
It functions as a classifier, which trains the emotion word vectors while predicting the
emotion categories of words and sentences.

The sentiment vector representation ew for each word w was randomly initialized.
Training was first performed on the word level, and the softmax layer computes its senti-
ment distribution [29]:

p(Di|ew) = softmax(θw · ew + bw) (13)

where θw and bw are training parameters. The learned p(Di|ew) represents the sentiment
distribution of the word w.

The average cross-entropy loss function was used to measure the difference between
the sentiment distribution predicted by the model and the sentiment annotations at the
word level [29]:

fw = − 1
Nw

Nw

∑
k=1

∑
ew∈senk

∑
Di∈EM

p(w|Di)logp(Di|ew) (14)

where senk represents the k-th sentence in the dataset.
ew can be further trained at the sentence level relying on the sentiment labels of the

sentences in the dataset. The average embedding of a sentence is initially computed from
the word embeddings of the individual words in the sentence [29]:

esenk =
1
|senk| ∑

w∈senk

ew (15)

The sentence embedding layer predicts the sentiment category expressed by the
sentence [29]:

p(Di|esenk ) = so f tmax(θs · esenk + bs) (16)

where θs and bs are training parameters. The learned p(Di|esenk ) represents the sentiment
distribution of the sentence esenk .

The loss function can be computed based on the predicted emotional category, and
the standard emotional label in the dataset participates [29] as

fs = −
1

Nw

Nw

∑
k=1

∑
Di∈EM

p̂(Di|senk)logp(Di|esenk ) (17)
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where p̂(Di|senk) represents the standard emotional label in the dataset.
Finally, word-level and sentence-level loss functions jointly train the word vectors

ew [29] as

f = α · fw + (1− α) · fs (18)

where α is the weight coefficient.

2.6.3. Sentiment Vocabulary Construction

In the end, a single-layer softmax classifier was adopted to build the sentiment vocab-
ulary, and a part of the emotional words was used as the training data [29]. The emotional
embedding ew is fed into the classifier, and the predicted emotional category of the word
is output. Based on the predicted emotional categories, the emotional words in CSVocab
can be classified into seven emotion categories to construct the final sentiment vocabulary.
For each emotion category in CSVocab, 114 emotion words were selected. Finally, 798
emotion words corresponding to seven emotion categories made up the CSVocab sentiment
vocabulary.

3. Experiments and Results
3.1. Experiment Setup

GERP was implemented using Python in the Ubuntu environment. The size of the
hidden states in LSTMencoder and LSTMdecoder was 256; the word embedding dimension was
50; the initialization method of the word embedding was GloVe [30].

3.1.1. Dataset

The dataset used for the experiment was CPELD, which is the Chinese version of
Personality Emotion Lines Dataset (PELD) [24]. PELD is derived from the scripts of
the “Friends” TV series, and the personality for the six main characters (i.e., Joey, Phoebe,
Chandler, Ross, and Rachel) were explicitly given by Wen et al. [24] in the form of OCEAN
characteristics, as shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Six OCEAN personality vectors in CPELD.

Role Personality (OCEAN)

Chandler [0.648, 0.375, 0.386, 0.58, 0.477]
Joey [0.574, 0.614, 0.297, 0.545, 0.455]

Monica [0.713, 0.457, 0.457, 0.66, 0.511]
Phoebe [0.6, 0.48, 0.31, 0.46, 0.56]
Rachel [0.635, 0.354, 0.521, 0.522, 0.469]
Ross [0.722, 0.489, 0.6, 0.533, 0.356]

The scripts in PELD were translated into Chinese using DEEPL and Google Translation
by us. Finally, 10,648 utterances which all come from the six main characters were collected
to construct CPELD. CPELD as further randomly divided into the training, validation, and
test sets with the proportion of 8:1:1.

3.1.2. Comparative Experiment

To further illustrate the superiority of GERP, baseline experiments and ablation experi-
ments were performed. In addition to GERP, four baseline models, i.e., Se2qseq-Noatt [31]
(S2S-N), Seq2seq [31] (S2S), ECM [5], and SeqGAN [32] (SGAN) were evaluated for per-
formance comparison. A Random model (Ran), which randomly selects the emotion to
express in the response, was also evaluated as a comparison. The models used for abla-
tion experiments included −Emotion Vector (−EVec) (GERP without the emotion vector),
−Beam Search (−BSear) (GERP without the beam search), −Beam Evaluator (−BEval)
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(GERP without the beam evaluator), and +External Vocabulary (+ExV) (GERP trained using
CEVOD instead of CSVocab).

Three performance evaluation metrics were used: (1) The emotional word Ratio (Ratio),
which indicates the percentage of the responses that contain the emotional words; (2) The
BLEU score [33], which is the word overlapping score of the generated responses relative
to the standard responses in CPELD; (3) The correctness of emotion expression [25], which
justifies whether em3 is correctly expressed in the generated responses. The correctness of
emotion expression can be evaluated by the Macro F1 (F1-M) and Weighted F1 (F1-W).

3.1.3. Human Evaluation

In order to further evaluate the appropriateness of the responses generated by the
comparative models, we randomly selected 10 responses from the test results and invited
30 volunteers to evaluate the responses using a questionnaire designed by us. The vol-
unteers had to evaluate the responses listed in the questionnaire from the following four
aspects: (1) sentence Fluency and Consistency (FC); (2) the Emotion is clearly Expressed or
not (EE); (3) the Emotion is Correctly expressed or not (EC); (4) given the responses, infer
the three Best-Matching characters (personalities) (BM).

The scoring criteria for the questionnaire indicators were as follows:

• FC: 0 means the response is not fluent; 1 means it is fluent; but not consistent with the
context; 2 means fluent and consistent with the context response;

• EE: 0 means neutral is expressed (no obvious strong emotion) in the response; 1 means
that the emotion expressed is more obvious; 2 means a clear emotion is expressed in
the response;

• EC: 0 means the emotion expressed is incorrect; 1 means the correct (the target emotion
category will be given when scoring this item);

• BM: Given the personality descriptions of six characters and five sets of dialogue
examples for each character, ask the volunteers to select which role the chatbot is most
likely to be set to based on the chatbot’s response (choose at least one and up to three).
If the most-likely role selected by the volunteer only contains the correct answer, three
points are awarded. The volunteer will receive two points when selecting two roles
and the correct answer is included. If the volunteer chooses three roles and the correct
answer is included, score 1 point, otherwise score 0 points

The preview of the questionnaire is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Three sets of human evaluation questionnaire preview. All volunteers were native Chinese
speakers, so all questions in the questionnaire were in Chinese.
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3.2. Experimental Results
3.2.1. Case Study

Seven emotional responses generated by GERP corresponding to different personalities
are shown in Table 3. The history dialogs U1 and U2 are also shown to present the dialog
contexts. The characters that correspond to different personalities and his/her possible
emotions are listed in the last two columns. The generated responses are listed in the
third column. The emotional words, which include words and punctuation marks, are
highlighted. Take Phoebe for example. She likes to freely express her feelings. Therefore,
to simulate her way of communication, the generated responses contain strong emotion
words, such as “have fun”, “doesn’t work”, or “sorry”. For another example, Chandler is a
funny and affable person. When expressing the happy emotion, the word “that’s right!” is
inserted to express the joy feeling. By contrast, Rachel cares for her friends’ feelings and
would like to implicitly express her emotions. Therefore, a neutral emotion is selected and
expressed in the generated response using a simple period mark “.”. It can be seen that the
generated emotional responses conformed to different chatbot’s personalities.

Table 3. Emotional responses generated by GERP. The emotion words, which include words and
punctuation marks, are highlighted.

U1 (Chatbot) U2 (User) U3 (Chatbot) em3 Chatbotpersonality

关于什么的？ (About what?) 我的惊喜派对！ (My surprise
party!)

嘿听着，这是行不通的行不通的行不通的 (Hey
listen, this doesn’t work.))

Anger Phoebe

啊，很好。什么？ (Aww, good.
What?)

是什么？我只是说。(What? I’m just
said.)

天哪，天哪，不，不！ (Gosh,
gosh, no, no!)

Fear Phoebe

我发明了杯子游戏作为给乔伊钱的一
种方式 (I invented the game of cups

as a way to give Joey money)

现在你想要回那笔钱。 (And now
you want that money back.)

是的，是的，没错！没错！没错！ (Yes, yes,
that’s right.)

Joy Chandler

哈哈，这不是我的孩子，哈哈哈！
(Ha-ha, it s not my baby, ha-ha-ha!)

非常好，非常好。 (Very good! So
good!)

我们玩的很开心开心开心。 (We have
fun.)

Joy Phoebe

是啊。 (Yeah.) 你是水瓶座，对吗？ (You re an
Aquarius, huh?)

不是。(No.) Neutral Rachel

什么惊喜派对？
(What surprise party?) 哦，别说了。乔伊已经告诉我了。

(Oh stop it. Joey already told me.)
哦，对不起对不起对不起。 (Oh, sorry.) Sadness Phoebe

是啊？(Yes?) 嘿，这是莫娜！从婚礼上来的。
(Hey it s Mona! From the wedding.)

你在开玩笑开玩笑开玩笑吗？ (Are you
kidding me?)

Surprise Ross

3.2.2. Evaluation Results

The experimental results for the eight evaluation metrics are shown in Table 4. Several
models are irrelevant to the F1-scores and human evaluation because they (Seq2seq with
and without attention, SeqGAN, and −Vec) do not introduce emotion factors. They cannot
express a certain emotion in the response, so the F1-score and EC, which are related to
emotions, do not apply to them. Comparative models except Ran do not involve the
personality, so BM in human evaluation does not apply to them. Ran and GERP are only
different in how we choose em3, so FC, EE, and EC in the manual evaluation are of no value.
We only focused on BM, which reflects their differences.
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Table 4. The experimental result of GERP and the comparison models. The results of GREP are
bolded.

Model
Automatic Testing Human Evaluation

Ratio BLEU F1-M F1-W FC EE EC BM

GERP 0.040 0.082 0.162 0.361 15.1 10.5 8.2 5.1
S2S-N 0.006 0.081 - - 3.8 5.4 - -
S2S 0.010 0.023 - - 6.5 4.3 - -
ECM 0.003 0.088 0.161 0.289 4.2 3.2 1.8 -
SGAN 0.008 0.085 - - 6.9 4.2 - -
Ran 0.040 0.066 0.140 0.334 - - - 1.9

−Vec 0.032 0.076 - - 6.1 2.5 - -
−B Sea 0.024 0.073 0.146 0.305 4.7 2.7 3.4 -
−Div 0.036 0.062 0.137 0.279 6.7 3.0 4.2 -
+Ex 0.008 0.099 0.156 0.361 2.8 5.2 5.7 -

Baseline Study

It can be seen that GERP achieved the best performance on nearly all the evaluated
metrics, except the BLEU score, which revealed the effectiveness of GERP in the task of
emotional response generation based on the personality.

First of all, considering the Ratio scores of the six models, the responses generated
by GERP contained the most emotion words, which indicates that the these responses
can prominently express emotions. Secondly, the scores of F1-M and F1-W indicated
that, compared with the other five models, the emotional responses generated by GERP
can faithfully express the specified emotion em3 in more cases. Thirdly, when evaluated
manually by the volunteers, GERP achieved the best performance on the FC, EE, EC, and
BM scores and was far better than the other five models. This indicated that the responses
generated by GERP were the most-fluent and appropriate considering the dialog contexts
and the speakers’ personalities. The scores in the last column (BM) reflect the accuracy
of character inference of the volunteers from the given emotional responses. Compared
with the random model, the higher score of GERP indicated that the emotional expression
in the generated responses provided clear clues to the volunteers when identifying the
personalities of the chatbot. Because the other four models generated responses only based
on the given emotions instead of the personality, BM scores are not available for these
models.

Although GERP did not achieve the best performance on the BLEU metric, its BLEU
score was relatively high (0.082) compared with the other five models. The third-best
performance of GERP on the BLEU metric was due to the existence of the beam evaluator.
Because GERP has to balance the correctness of emotional expression and the generation
accuracy, the generated responses contained more different emotion words compared with
the benchmark responses, which consequently lowered GERP’s BLEU score.

Ablation Study

When considering the emotion word percentage (Ratio metric), the proposed sentiment
dictionary CSVocab provided the main contribution. When substituted by CEVOD, the
Ratio score dramatically decreased from 0.040 to 0.008. When other components were
removed, the corresponding Ratio scores also decreased, which revealed the effectiveness
of the emotion vector, the beam search, and the beam evaluator component in the insertion
rate of emotion words. Similarly, when the beam evaluator was removed, the BLEU
representing fluency dropped from 0.082 to 0.137. Meanwhile, the emotion vector and
the beam search also made a contribution to fluency. Similarly, the scores of the ablation
model dropped when using both the F1-M and F1-W metrics. Especially after removing
the beam evaluator, F1-M dropped to 0.137 and F1-W dropped to 0.279, which means that
the four components helped the model express emotions more accurately. Among the
human evaluations, GERP performed more prominently. Models lacking the corresponding
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components suffered in terms of fluency, emotional expression, the accuracy of emotional
expression, and personality fit. The results showed that the integration of sentiment
vectors, beam search, the proposed beam evaluator, and CSVocab can improve the overall
performance of GERP.

4. Discussion

Deep learning techniques have been demonstrated to be effective in enhancing the
performance of dialogue systems in terms of fluency and emotion expression. Methods
such as Seq2seq [31], Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [34], transfer learning [35],
and reinforcement learning [36] have been applied to enable dialogue systems to generate
fluent emotional responses. However, systems applying these methods primarily focus
on expressing specific emotions and facilitating the self-learning and optimization of
systems through extensive data analysis. In order to automatically select proper emotions,
chatbot personalities are introduced to the dialogue system. However, how to predict
emotions more accurately according to the personality is still worth studying. The GERP
model proposed by our work integrates Nature Language Generation technology with
psychological knowledge to predict emotions based on predefined personalities. The
model incorporates emotional vectors into the Seq2seq architecture to enable the suitable
expression of emotions in the generated responses.

5. Conclusions

Emotions and personalities have been used in chatbots in the open domain dialogue
system. However, the existing emotional dialogue systems focus on how to better express
the specified emotion in the response, while most of the existing personality dialogue
systems take personality as an independent factor and fail to connect with the emotion
adequately. By contrast, we proposed a new model, namely GERP, to generate emotional
responses based on the dialog contexts and the chatbot’s personality. This is the first
attempt to generate emotional responses based on the personalities defined by the OCEAN
model. Emotional responses can be generated using an LSTM-based decoder equipped
with a newly proposed beam evaluator under the supervision of a personality-converted
emotion. In order to express emotions more appropriately, a sentiment vocabulary CSVocab
was constructed. The experimental results demonstrated the effectiveness of GERP in
generating both fluent and emotional responses. To validate the performances of emotional
response generation models, a Chinese emotional response dataset, CPELD, was also
constructed, which can benefit the related research in the future.
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